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Assessment Plan
•

Is there an assessment plan for your general education component? (It should be on
the web at http://www.hendrix.edu/academics/academics.aspx?id=7264. If not, explain when one will
be completed.) Our assessment plan continues to be a work in progress. We
are continuing to consider some of the recommendations made by Dr. Donna
Qualters formerly of Northeastern University’s Center for Effective University
Teaching following her March, 2007, visit to campus. Additionally, during
the 2007-2008 academic year Hendrix has been the lead institution in a Teagle
Foundation Planning Grant designed to measure student learning outcomes
in engaged learning. Working with Birmingham-Southern College, Millsaps
College, and Southwestern University, we have spent the past year exploring
various assessment tools and designing a strategy that will enable us to
construct an assessment instrument that will be relevant not only for Hendrix
College, but for other institutions who have embarked on engaged learning
projects. In conjunction with our consortium partners, we are in the process
of preparing an implementation grant proposal to put before the Teagle
Foundation. If approved, this three-year grant would enable us to launch an
assessment project with clear and measurable results for our campus and
beyond.
More narrowly, on May 19, 2008, a group of thirteen Hendrix faculty and staff
(comprising the newly created Council on Engaged Learning Programs-CELP) met as part of a workshop on assessment of general education at
Hendrix. After considering the learning goals of the Odyssey Program
articulated below, the members of the CELP agreed on a preliminary
assessment strategy for Odyssey. This strategy would be hinged to the
graduation of the first class of Hendrix students who would be under Odyssey
Program requirements. Our project would be to design a set of rubrics aimed
at assessing if students did indeed benefit from Odyssey in the ways that we
have hoped. We would apply these rubrics (perhaps three or four rubric
elements for each learning outcome) to a random sample of fifty Odyssey
transcripts selected from the graduating senior class. Because Odyssey
transcripts contain a full record of student projects and include reflective

language from the student on what they learned, the Council thought that an
assessment tool that used the Odyssey transcripts as our data would be most
appropriate. Such a strategy will allow us to evaluate each student’s Odyssey
transcript in a holistic way to determine how they are meeting, or not
meeting, the stated learning goals of the Odyssey Program. In addition, this
strategy will enable us to assess how well student Odyssey transcripts reflect
what students are actually doing in the Odyssey program. During the
academic year 2008-2009, we plan to appoint a sub-committee of CELP
members to design the rubrics to be used in this pilot evaluation of student
Odyssey transcripts.
•

Does the assessment plan include stated student learning goals? (If so, then copy or
attach them. Goals should be able to stand alone as a list without pages of
explanatory commentary. If not, explain when a list of student learning goals will be
available.) As stated in the current Hendrix College Catalog, our goals for
students who participate in the Odyssey program include the following:
o learning more about the world outside the traditional classroom and
campus boundaries;
o discovering fresh ways of applying knowledge to new contexts;
o developing heightened capacities for seeing connections among
different fields of inquiry;
o discovering that learning can occur in many different contexts and
different ways;
o acquiring new skills and abilities that add to the joy of living;
o becoming active and life-long learners, filled with a recognition that
learning itself is an ongoing journey;
o recognizing the various problems, both local and global, which they
can help solve;
o developing a desire to help others, thus building communities that are
compassionate, participatory, and just.
In addition, these goals are clearly articulated in the Odyssey Program Guide.

•

Does the assessment plan include a list of assessment data that are collected each
year? (If so, then copy or attach the list. Assessment data lists should be able to
stand alone as a list without pages of explanatory commentary. If not, explain when
a list of assessments will be available. You do not need to submit any of your data,
but it should be on file in your department.) Our database includes quantitative
information about the numbers of students who have completed Odyssey
projects, including distribution among the six categories and funding
awarded. More qualitative information about the effectiveness of the program
has been collected in the form of letters describing the value of their
experiences written for the Walker Foundation by student grant recipients,
audio- and videotapes of projects, and public presentations by students
describing their experiences. We also have the project descriptions (up to 150

words for each project) that students include on their Project Completion
Forms, the text of which appears on their Odyssey transcripts.
We used the evidence in our database to give a report to the faculty on the
progress that students were making on their Odyssey requirements at their
meeting in November, 2007. In addition, all rising seniors were sent an
individual audit letter indicating the progress that they were making toward
the completion of their Odyssey requirements. The evidence gleaned from
the audit will be used to help us better determine how students are fulfilling
their Odyssey requirements and how the College may better distribute its
resources to assist them in reaching those goals. Thus, the audit data will
have a place in future institutional and strategic planning.
The College also participates in NSSE and we anticipate that we may explore
particular NSSE items to help us determine if Hendrix students are meeting
the goals we set for them in Odyssey. Additionally, the Art and Science
Group (consultants for the College) has data gleaned from surveys and
conversations with current Hendrix students on their perceptions of the
Odyssey Program. It is possible that this data may be used to give us yet
another perspective on how the Program is meeting our designed student
learning outcomes.
•

Has your general education component done an assessment audit of your courses to
determine how course goals match overall student learning goals? (This has not
been required, but it is a recommended exercise that was explained at the most
recent chairs’ assessment workshop. If you have done this, please report the results.)
Not yet. At the opening of the 2008-2009 academic year, the Odyssey Office
will recommend to both the Committee on Experiential Learning and the
Curriculum Committee, that they re-evaluate all of the courses that are
currently coded for Odyssey credit to be sure that they are still being taught in
such a way that they meet Odyssey requirements. In essence, this will
constitute a review of all courses that currently appear in the Odyssey
Program Guide.

•

Are student learning goals available to students? Are student learning goals included
in course syllabi in your general education component? The student learning
goals for the Odyssey Program appear both in the Hendrix College Catalog
(pages 28-29 of the 2007-2008 edition) and on page 1 of the Odyssey Program
Guide for 2007-2008.

Student Assessments
•

Describe which direct assessments in your assessment plan have been collected for
the year and which have not. [“Direct” refers to evaluated student work.] Odyssey
projects do not receive grades unless they are attached to a course.

Evaluation, however, does occur at several points in the process of
formulating and completing a project. These include:
o the supervisor’s approval of the project and willingness to sponsor it;
o the Director’s or Associate Director’s approval of the project for credit;
o if funding is requested, the granting of monies by the Committee on
Experiential Learning;
o the supervisor’s signature on the Project Completion Form.
o The Odyssey Office has also launched a presentation series titled
“Odyssey Exemplars” in which students present their work to the
campus community—the exemplars series offers students a means of
articulating what they have learned. As such, these presentations may
provide a useful forum in which students might be evaluated (though
not formally graded) on their work.
•

Describe which indirect assessments in your assessment plan have been collected for
the year and which have not. [“Indirect” refers to student surveys or opinions.]
Student reflections on their learning appear on the Project Completion Form,
which in turn provides the text for their Odyssey transcripts. We are
continuing to explore the option of including particular questions—geared to
stated Odyssey learning goals—on the senior survey completed by seniors
when they near graduation. Such questions might be particularly relevant for
the first class of Hendrix students graduating under Odyssey requirements in
May, 2009.

Assessment Planning
•

How is information about student learning shared and used for decision making?
(Each general education component is expected to have discussions of at least two
hours each academic year to discuss assessment. If you have met, briefly summarize
the meeting. If you have not met, when do you plan to meet?) The Odyssey staff
meets weekly, and we are constantly monitoring and evaluating the progress
of the program. Each year the Guide is updated to reflect the program’s
evolving state. In particular, the deliberations of the Committee on
Experiential Learning produce new guidelines and policies for students who
submit funding requests. Moreover, as stated above, the Council on Engaged
Learning Programs held a day-long workshop (May 19) to discuss the
Odyssey learning goals and to plan our project of assessing senior Odyssey
transcripts in May, 2009.

•

Describe any curricular or other programmatic changes that have been made that
were based (at least in part) on the availability of your assessment data. Because the
program is still evolving, education of the community about the opportunities
available to students is ongoing. For example, our data show that the Service
to the World category is the one with the fewest projects to date. In response
to this situation, we have made an effort to showcase opportunities by

sponsoring presentations by such people as Jo Luck of Heifer International
and Jonathan Rhodes of the World Food Programme. This year we continued
that trend by hosting Ms. Beth Wiedower who runs revitalization and service
programs for the National Trust for Historic Preservation in the Arkansas
Delta.
Perhaps the most dramatic change we have implemented as a result of the
monitoring of the Odyssey Program has been the addition of a new
position—Director of International Programs. Our data indicated that the
Odyssey Program has lifted the visibility of international programs and study
abroad at Hendrix College and increased dramatically the number of students
seeking to study abroad in various capacities. In response to this data, the
College has implemented increased staffing to assist students. Because
Global Awareness is one of our Odyssey categories, the addition of this
position has bolstered directly the work of the Odyssey Program as well as
that of the Murphy Program in Language and Literature and the Lilly
Vocations Initiative.
•

Describe any changes in the Assessment Plan that have been made during this
academic year. (If changes have been made, please submit an electronic copy of the
revised plan to Amanda Hurd.) Our plan continues to evolve.

•

Define at least one action item for your group that will be a goal of your assessment
discussions next year? First, we plan to develop rubrics that will be used to
measure student learning based on the evidence gleaned from a sample of
fifty student Odyssey transcripts following the graduation of our first class of
Odyssey students in May, 2009. Second, we will continue to work with the
Teagle Foundation to implement a broader survey designed to measure
engaged learning. And, third, the Odyssey Office will recommend that all
courses currently coded for Odyssey credit be re-evaluated to be sure that
their content continues to meet the criteria for Odyssey credit. We will also
continue to monitor and audit student progress toward their Odyssey
requirements—making staffing and funding decisions as a result of that
constant monitoring of data. Weekly Odyssey Office staff meetings will
continue to play the central role in that process as they have for the past three
years.

